Managed Legal Services
Innovative lawyers and consultants, with specialist industry
knowledge, working collaboratively across the globe. Legal,
compliance and risk services, all under one roof.
Setting up or changing businesses, launching new products,
managing regulatory change, responding to regulators, and
much more.
High volume, routine legal processing also offered.
Delivering a unique, seamless client experience and value for
money.
We can now support you by handling legal work that is vital to
the business but not strategic, so you can focus on adding
value as business colleagues while the day-to-day essentials
are looked after by us. Working together with our colleagues in
the Financial Services Regulatory Consulting team, we can
assist your business with our efficient, cost effective, and
consistent Managed Legal Service.
The Hogan Lovells Managed Legal Service centre (HL LMS),
based in Birmingham, can handle work that would not
typically call for outside counsel. Perhaps the work is
considered too routine, low value, or standardised to instruct
externally. Yet this type of work is also voluminous, and when
taken in bulk, the HL LMS can process it more efficiently than
working on it piecemeal in-house.
The legal market is changing. Our clients are reshaping their
legal teams and looking at new ways of sourcing legal work
efficiently and cost effectively. Keeping up with these changes
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will continue to have a major impact on legal teams making it
increasingly difficult to provide timely strategic support. That’s
where Hogan Lovells Managed Legal Services comes in.
The result of working with HL LMS:
• Your legal talent now has time to work closer with
higher management on strategic initiatives
•Your legal overhead is reduced
• Your work is done correctly and on-time with minimal
supervision from your team
• Your team has direct access to the HL LMS, via an online
portal for fast, efficient and cost-effective production
The HL LMS team invites open discussion on your specific
needs. Contact us at your convenience to get an assessment or
price quote. We would be delighted to help.

Representative experience
Non-disclosure agreements
Merchant agreements
Sponsorship agreements
Customer proposition agreements
Community investment agreements
Software licences
Financial promotions
Audit engagement letters
Parental company guarantees
Distribution agreements

Latest thinking and events
Webinar
Restructuring a portfolio company webinar series: Part 3 –
Market update and industry trends

Insights
FinCEN director highlights importance of the Travel Rule
and combating cybercriminals during COVID-19
Webinar
Related party financings in turbulent times: Keeping it in
the family
Press Releases
Hogan Lovells advises Bundesrepublik Deutschland –
Finanzagentur GmbH on the stabilisation measures for
Deutsche Lufthansa AG
Insights
COVID-19: FCA finalises extended mortgage support
measures and its updated Guidance for lenders and
servicers
Insights
When cheats meet fraudsters: why the English criminal
law of dishonesty has been rewritten

